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The Yearning for Pleasure: The Significance of Having Fun in Forensics Richard E. Paine, North Central College John R. Stanley, North Central College Abstract Two of the biggest challenges faced by forensics coaches are the recruitment/retention of students and the battle against personal burnout. These challenges in fact revolve around one central question: what produces a sense of commitment to the activity among students, coaches/judges, and even ex-competitors? To address this question, 106 members of the forensics community were surveyed in two venues (at a tournament and over the internet). Linear regression models were developed to reveal the elements which serve to make forensics "fun" or "not fun" for students, coaches/judges, ex-competitors, and the forensics community at large. Overall, it appears that the perception that forensics is "fun" is a significant predictor of commitment to the activity. Beyond this, it appears that committed people tend to enjoy being with other members of the forensics community, enjoy the "game" of competition, and view the activity as educationally valuable. On the other hand, some people are driven out of forensics by their perception that the activity punishes risk-taking and is overly-professionalized. Every fall, thousands of students nationwide are invited to join their schools' forensics teams. In order to entice them to participate, their would-be coaches and teammates proffer a wide array of carrots-for example, forensics helps one to develop valuable speaking skills, forensics offers the opportunity to travel and meet new people, forensics looks good on a resume, forensics can lead to stronger self-confidence, and (ultimately) competing in forensics is fun. These recruitment efforts often lead to September team meetings attended by pleasantly large groups of people envisioning a year filled with new friendships, lots of learning, the furtherance of career goals, and plenty of happy times. Unfortunately, as the year flows on, the size of the team meetings typically tends to dwindle. Students disappear one by one, leaving the coaching staff wondering what went wrong. Overall, Preston (1992) suggests that "of all of the challenges facing those involved in directing forensics, few are at once as challenging and vexing as finding and retaining qualified students" (p. 1). And it's not just the new recruits who disappear. Experienced students, alumni who once planned to do volunteer work as coaches and judges, and even paid coaches find that forensics is no longer a priority and depart the activity. Of course, this is only one side of the coin. Many other people find that forensics nurtures them and they remain committed to the activity for a year, or several years, or even an entire career. This contrast in commitment choices rais-



Fall 2003 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 37 es a question that is crucially important to all schools who wish to promote forensics on their campuses and to all coaches who wish to build vital programs at their own institutions. What factors contribute to an individual's decision to commit to competitive speech? Given that forensics is an extremely time-consuming activity that requires an enormous output of effort and heart from all who are involved in it, what must be true of any given program if it is to achieve the goal of retaining its members? While many different elements of the forensics experience play their part, recent research (Paine and Stanley, 2000) suggests that "having fun" is a primary (perhaps the primary) factor predicting commitment levels. Accordingly, this paper examines the concept of "fun" as it explains the commitment of students, coaches, and former competitors to the activity. To date, very few researchers appear to have directly addressed the question of "fun" in forensics. In fact, almost none have directly addressed even the more general topic of participant commitment. As scholars, our research spotlight has been turned on other facets of the forensics experience. After reviewing all the articles published in The National Forensic Journal during the first seven years of its existence, Logue and Shea (1990) noted that the topics covered in those articles focused on: (a) judging events (ADS, RC, Impromptu, Extemporaneous Speaking, Persuasion), (b) coaching events, (c) tournament issues (administration, formats/events, dress), (d) forensic activity (funding, evaluating, employment, research, recruitment, curricular), (e) organizational concerns (history, NCDF), (f) debate (ethics, cross-examination), (g) students, and (h) ethics. Obviously, our research efforts are focused on what we do and how we do it rather than on the question of why students participate. Only 2 of the 87 articles examined by Logue and Shea (classified by them under the heading "recruitment") relate directly to the broad issue behind the current research. The first of these articles is an informative chronology of the recruitment process, but it is concerned with the process of recruitment rather than with the arguments used to appeal to students and it never mentions the topic of "fun" at all (Dean and Creasy Dean, 1985). The second article noted by Logue and Shea focused on issues of student gender (Nadler, 1985), but did note the results of an earlier study by Long, Buser and Johnson (1977) which surveyed 1500 students attending 65 randomly selected high schools scattered across the nation and found that "more than three of four students state they participate for fun and enjoyment, personal achievement, or needs and interests" (p. 3). However, the direct relevance of this research is limited by the fact that Long, Buser and Johnson studied high school (not college) students and looked at their reasons for participating in extracurricular activities in general (not just individual events). In her study, Nadler asked the students she surveyed to indicate which of the 17 (plus "other") factors she listed were important to them in choosing an extra-curricular activity or organization. While "fun/personal enjoyment" was a listed option, it did not emerge as a statistically significant factor in any of Nadler's computations. However, our ability to generalize from Nadler's study is limited by several factors, including: (a) her decision to survey students enrolled at a single university, (b) her limited sample size (17 members of a single forensics team



38 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fall 2003 and 28 students enrolled in an introductory public relations class), (c) the inability of any study to "prove" the absence of a relationship, (d) the study's exclusive focus on joining (rather than staying in) activities, and (e) her mixing of all forms of debate and individual events together under the label "forensics." Since the publication of the Logue and Shea article more than a decade ago, little additional research appears to have been done on the question of "fun" in forensics. Employing the excellent (and recently created) online database established by Dan Cronn-Mills (http://web.filemaker.mnsu.edu/forensics/). we found absolutely no listings for the word "fun" or such related terms as "pleasure," "enjoyment" or "excitement." Expanding our search to consider the more general issue of all factors that affect commitment, use of such terms as "recruiting," "retention," "commitment," "longevity," "retirement" and a host of other such terms yielded only a scant handful of articles (many of which are more than 30 years old and/or are generally unavailable to readers who do not have personal copies of our field's journals on their office shelves). Even so, some extant research encourages us to study more closely the role which fun plays in commitment to forensics. The first cluster of investigations concerns student (competitor) commitment. For example, the topic of fun was mentioned (though not focused on) in an article published in the National Forensic Journal by McMillan and Todd-Mancillas (1991). These researchers surveyed 164 students enrolled at 26 public and private colleges and universities located throughout six Western states. When asked why they had chosen to compete in individual events at a particular tournament, 25% of the students "participated because of an enjoyment of speaking and interpretation as an extracurricular activity" and 7.6% of the students "participated because he/she enjoys competition, challenges, and desires to win awards" (p. 5). While this survey addresses the topic of "fun" somewhat indirectly, it provides some data to indicate that "fun" plays a significant role in student retention. Another article by C. Sorrensen published in The Forensic in 1961 has a title which indicates it might possibly consider the issue of "fun" ("Forensic Recruiting"), but this article was unavailable to us. Student levels of commitment to forensics have also been investigated in a research thread concerned with the concept of "teamness," which argues that students who see themselves as part of a "team" (rather than primarily as individuals) demonstrate higher commitment levels. Preston (1992) notes that developing the sense of teamness is an important challenge, which Worthen (1995) suggests can be addressed through the employment of such devices as team retreats, team shirts, league or conference competitions, morale officers, summer contact efforts, the passing down of team stories, team-unique activities, team rooms/hangouts, team historians, and team mentors. Citing a student retention level of 90%, Worthen notes that "I used to have about half the students start out and then quit or get discouraged before they got to the first tournament. Now I have comments like 'I want to be a member of the team because you guys seem to have so much fun'". Meanwhile, Clark (1995) conducted a survey of 20 teams who had achieved success at the NFA national tournament and listed the tradi-



Fall 2003-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 39 tions maintained by each program. Her catalogue of traditions bears some striking similarities to the team-building elements noted by Worthen (1995). Unfortunately, while the research concerned with student perceptions of fun and levels of commitment is scant, printed articles studying these topics as they apply to coaches is still harder to find. Our pursuit of this question unearthed only a small number of articles (including informal retirement testimonials) that touch on this general topic. Some have suggested that factors such as excessive time commitments, excessive travel commitments, the demand to produce winning teams, heavy workloads, the lack of supportive colleagues, ethical concerns, inadequate compensation and the lack of adequate training drive people from the field (Gill, 1990; Rives and Klopf, 1965; Walsh, 1983). The impact of these factors (and others unmentioned here) is clearly powerful. According to Gill (1990), it is generally believed that "the life expectancy of a forensic coach is six years...the idea of such a limited time involvement should cause concern" (p. 179). On the other hand, those coaches who remain committed to the activity derive great joy from it. The retirement testimonials we discovered particularly point to the relationships developed with students and peers as a primary source of this pleasure. Davenport (1999) explains that "I have remained a sort of friend, mentor, and in some cases surrogate Mom to most of my students throughout their lives. More personally, I have made lifetime friendships from among the coaches I've met regularly". Similarly, Taras (1999) remembers that: We have gone through many other coaches, but I always seemed to stay with it... [because] when that occasional student writes you or returns to the school to see you, just to say "Thanks," and you can see how successful they have become-you do realize that you have made a good choice for your life...I...have had a lot of great students, who I still consider my "kids." Taken together, the extant literature supports the importance of studying fun as it impacts on levels of commitment to forensics. Thus, the review of this literature provides a springboard for the present research. Research Questions and Survey Logistics Scholarships and job descriptions aside, most people who participate in intercollegiate forensics as either competitors or coaches are involved in the activity because they choose to be. Because very few people engage in activities that they simply do not enjoy, patterns of involvement suggest that competitors and coaches alike must see forensics as a pleasurable experience. But how pleasurable? And in what ways? Furthermore, how important is this perception of pleasure to continued commitment levels? This paper examined these three basic questions by considering three general research questions: RQ1: To what degree do coaches, students and ex-competitors view forensics as fun?



40 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fall 2003 RQ2: Which elements of the activity are seen as pleasant vs. unpleasant ("fun" vs. "not fun")? RQ3: How meaningful are perceptions of fun in predicting commitment to the activity? In order to address these research questions, a brief survey form (see Appendix) was circulated in two venues: (a) among competitors and coaches/judges at a forensics tournament hosted by Illinois Central College of East Peoria, Illinois and (b) on the Internet through the IE-L. A total of 106 completed surveys were returned and analyzed. Approximately half (or 51) of these surveys were completed by people attending the ICC tournament, which is open to students attending both 2-year and 4-year schools who are in their first two years of college competition. The remaining 55 surveys were returned via the Internet by people spread across the United States. A total of 52 students, 42 coaches/judges, and 12 excompetitors participated. The term "ex-competitors" refers to people who: (a) have completed their competitive careers (in either the recent or distant past), (b) may or may not be currently volunteering time to coach students and/or judge at tournaments, and (c) are not working in any official capacity as school-affiliated coaches. People classified as ex-competitors used this label to refer to themselves. Ex-competitors tend to be people now working outside of academia (freelance reporters, accountants, etc.) who occasionally maintain contact with forensics in varied and relatively informal ways. This paper does not claim to report the results of a formal study. No systematic attempt was made to ensure random sampling, so all of the data supplied herein is offered as tentative and suggestive. After identifying their role in forensics (student, judge/coach, or ex-competitor), all respondents were asked to fill out two scales indicating (on a l-to-10 basis): (a) how much "fun" they thought forensics was, and (b) how personally committed they were to the activity. Next, the respondents were asked to answer two open-ended questions: (a) "What about forensics do you feel is the most fun?" and (b) "What about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?" As is always the case with open-ended questions of this type, the relative depth/detail provided by the various respondents ranged enormously. Some respondents answered each of these questions with only a quick phrase or two, while other respondents covered both sides of the survey form with small handwriting or typed lengthy paragraphs. Using general principles drawn from content analysis procedures, the two researchers developed a series of categories into which these comments appeared to fit. The comments were then separated into idea-specific responses (with each "response" having a single/particular focus), and these responses were independently sorted into the previously developed categories by the two researchers. In order to ensure interrater reliability, the two researchers then compared their sorting decisions. In those few cases where comments had been sorted differently, discussion took place until agreement was reached.



Fall 2003-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 41 This process resulted in the identification of eighteen "response categories" which grouped together into six conceptual clusters. For the purposes of statistical analysis, the 18 original categories were treated as predictor variables. Because each category actually could contain two separate types of responses ("fun" and "not fun" answers), the analysis considered a final list of 36 "predictor variables." The name chosen to refer to each variable is composed of two parts. The first part of each variable label is a word (or an abbreviated form of a word) which illuminates the key concept the variable deals with. The final letter in each variable label is a "p" if the term refers to positively valenced ("forensics is fun because") comments or an "n" if the term refers to negatively valenced ("forensics is not fun because") comments. These variables were: (1) peoplep (comments about people and social relationships listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (2) peoplen (comments about people and social relationships listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (3) cmunityp (comments about the forensics community and the team experience listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (4) cmunityn (comments about the forensics community and the team experience listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (5) identtyp (comments about the discovery and development of personal identity listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (6) identtyn (comments about the discovery and development of personal identity listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (7) skillsp (comments about the development of general overall skills listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (8) skillsn (comments about the development of general overall skills listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (9) competp (comments about "the game" of winning and losing listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (10) competn (comments about "the game" of winning and losing listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (11) audiencp (comments about the interaction with audiences listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (12) audiencn (comments about the interaction with audiences listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (13) aesthetp (comments about aesthetic aspects of watching and performing listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?")



42 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fall 2003 (14) aesthete (comments about aesthetic aspects of watching and performing listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (15) emotionp (comments about emotional learning experiences listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (16) emotionn (comments about emotional learning experiences listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (17) cognitvp (comments about intellectual or cognitive growth experiences listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (18) cognitvn (comments about intellectual or cognitive growth experiences listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (19) accompp (comments about the accomplishment of goals listed response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (20) accompn (comments about the accomplishment of goals listed response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (21) risksp (comments about risk-taking and self-expression listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (22) risksn (comments about risk-taking and self-expression listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (23) processp (comments about preparing for performance through the process of research and rehearsal listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (24) processn (comments about preparing for performance through the process of research and rehearsal listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (25) travelp (comments about traveling and being away from home listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (26) traveln (comments about traveling and being away from home listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (27) tourneyp (comments about the organization and management of tournaments listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (28) tourneyn (comments about the organization and management of tournaments listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (29) eventsp (comments about particular competitive event categories listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (30) eventsn (comments about particular competitive event categories listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (31) timep (comments made about time demands or time management listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?")



Fall 2003 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 43 (32) timen (comments made about time demands or time management listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (33) professp (comments made about the link between forensics and "real world careers" or about the issue of "professionalism in forensics" in general listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (34) professn (comments made about the link between forensics and "real world careers" or about the issue of "professionalism in forensics" in general listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") (35) otherp (comments made about miscellaneous issues listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") (36) othern (comments made about miscellaneous issues listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?") The following sections of this paper review the interactions which appeared among these variables, particularly noting both: (a) the patterns which emerged in the "what makes it fun" vs. "what makes it not fun" responses, and (b) the impact of the ideas raised in these responses on the overarching concepts of "fun in" and "commitment to" forensics. Results General Overview of the Factors Which Make Forensics "Fun" or "Not Fun" In order to provide a context for the interpretation of this data, we began by computing a series of descriptive statistics which revealed a general profile of the people who responded to the survey. As a group, the survey respondents proved to have three prominent traits: (a) their level of personal experience in forensics was quite high, (b) they perceived forensics as a lot of fun, and (c) they were strongly committed to the activity. First, these were people who were relatively "experienced competitors" themselves. One question on the survey asked all respondents (students, coaches, and judges) to indicate how many years (high school and college combined) of competition they themselves had actively performed in. The responses ranged from zero years (two judges) to 11 years, with the average (arithmetic mean) respondent having competed for 4.515 years. In addition to their experience as competitors, the coaches/judges who responded to this survey were also relatively experienced adjudicators. The average (arithmetic median) judge had had eight years of judging experience, with the range of judge experience levels running between one and "more than thirty" years. As a group, the respondents saw forensics as a lot of fun. Responding to a 1-10 scale (with 10 indicating the highest possible level of fun), 90.5% of the respondents ranked forensics as "fun" at the level of 7.0 or higher (with 74.3% ranking it 8.0 or higher, 47.6% ranking it 9.0 or higher, and 23.8% of all respondents giving it a perfect 10.0). Only 3 of the 106 respondents ranked forensics at or below the 4.0 level.



44 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fall 2003 This group of people was also highly committed to the activity. As defined on the survey form, respondents were asked to judge their level of "commitment" by answering these questions: "how strongly does forensics hold you, how likely is it you'll stick with the activity as an active participant in it in the future?" Overall, 82.1% of the respondents scored their commitment at 7.0 or higher on a 1-10 scale (with 68.9% ranking it 8.0 or higher, 46.2% ranking it 9.0 or above, and 26.4% defining their commitment as a perfect 10.0). Only 7 of the 106 respondents ranked their level of commitment to forensics at or below the 4.0 level. Given this general background profiling the participants in our survey, we then ran a test of linear regression in order to discover what characteristics predicted whether or not these students, coaches and former competitors perceived forensics to be "fun" for them personally. No single set of characteristics surfaced as statistically significant predictors of what caused the community at large to perceive forensics as more or less "fun." However, six categories of qualities did emerge to indicate what is considered fun about forensics. These qualities include: the value of people and relationships, the value of education, tournament experiences, competition and accomplishment, speaking to others, and event guidelines and risks. The Factors Which Make Forensics Fun The Value of People and Relationships This broad category combines two subcategories: relationships with others (in general) as well as relationships within the team or with other teams. Receiving 139 comments, more than any other single category, this group of responses promotes the idea that having positive relationships with others is an important part of what makes forensics fun. These 139 comments broke down into several subgroups. Twenty-five people said they enjoyed meeting new people. When it came to what makes forensics fun, no other comment surfaced more often in the survey. Fourteen responses said they like the camaraderie or being part of a family that forensics allows. Other comments included being with students in general (13 responses), having fellowship or hanging-out-together time (12 responses), maintaining lifelong friendships (9 responses), being with likeminded individuals (8 responses), having a sense of community with other schools (6 responses), and making new friends (6 responses). The idea that relationships with teammates and people from other teams are important in making forensics a "fun" activity was clearly reinforced. The Value of Education As educators, we constantly make claims about the value of forensics as an educational learning tool. In this research effort also, educational growth seemed to be a value upheld as part of what makes forensics fun. This category involved five subcategories: skill development vs. monotony, discovery and development of personal identity, emotional experience, intellectual/cognitive growth, and process experience. This category consisted of 99 responses. Two perspectives



Fall 2003-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 45 emerged, one reflecting the perspective of coaches/judges and the other revealing the impressions held by students. From the coach's perspective, 17 people said they enjoyed helping students grow in general or grow in particular skills. This perspective was further reinforced by individual coach-generated comments such as "helping students grow as critical thinkers," "seeing students gain confidence," and "helping students to develop their talents." From the student's perspective, some of the educational benefits that make forensics fun included becoming a better speaker (8 responses), becoming more comfortable speaking in front of groups (4 responses), building confidence (3 responses), learning information from speeches (4 responses), talking/arguing about ideas (6 responses), putting pieces together (7 responses), rehearsing (5 responses), and researching (4 responses). Some individual responses referred to being able to express one's feelings through interpretation events, learning about human nature, and learning to consider perspectives other than his/her own. Tournament Experiences Three subcategories made up this third category. They included travel experience, tournament construction issues, and time. Containing 28 comments, this category addressed what is fun about going to tournaments. Receiving the most attention was the idea of traveling to tournaments. Twelve people found traveling to be the most fun of all tournament-related experiences. Also discussed in relation to travel experience were the van rides (4 comments), free food (3 comments), seeing new places (3 comments) and staying at hotels for free (1 comment). Four different responses composed the subcategory of tournament construction issues. Others made positive comments about the "fun-producing value" of tournament warm-ups, well-hosted "fun" tournaments, theme tournaments, and tournaments that encourage quality instead of winning. Tied into the tournament experience was the issue of time. One individual noted that having downtime between rounds also contributed to making tournaments more "fun." Competition and Accomplishment The fourth category focused on competition and the sense of accomplishment one gets through participating in forensics. Included in this category were subcategories of responses focused on competition, aesthetic experiences, and accomplishment. With 96 responses, this category emphasized what is fun about the actual experience of competition. Twenty-two people said that the sheer act of competing is fun, while 14 said winning was fun. Also mentioned was the value of losing (2 comments) and motivating people to compete and win (2 comments). Related to aesthetic experiences, performing was mentioned (11 comments), as was seeing good performances (8 comments) and the joy of interacting with literature (8 comments). Focusing on the end result of competing, 14 responses made up the subcategory of accomplishment with fun being a product of working hard (3 comments), seeing one's own hard work pay off (2 comments), seeing student's do well (2 comments), seeing the hard work of others pay off (2 comments), having an overall sense of accomplishment (2 comments) and feeling that you have done your best (2 comments).



46 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fall 2003 Speaking to Others The fifth broad category involved the idea of interacting with others. The subcategories making up this category included interacting with audiences and connection to the real world/professionalism. These two fit well together because of their focus on how a speaker's message impacts others. Some of the comments noting the sources of "fun" relative to this category included talking (3 comments), connecting with the audience (3 comments), giving audiences pleasure (3 comments), performing for large audiences (2 comments), having insights into other aspects of the real world outside of speech (2 comments), and preparing for professional life (2 comments). Comments made by single individuals concerned the pleasure of getting a message across, having a receptive audience, receiving criticism, and recognizing the applicability forensics has to the real world. Event Guidelines and Risk-Taking The sixth category focused on taking risks and being able to express oneself through specific events. Two subcategories involved here were risk taking/self-expression and event specific experiences. Specific event categories listed as being the most fun included limited preparation events (9 responses), public address events (5 responses), debate (4 responses), interpretation events (2 responses), and mock trial (1 response). Being able to perform these particular events, taking risks and being able to express one's creativity added to the fun of a particular event. Comments offered in this area were concerned with displaying creativity (5 responses) and seeing students challenge themselves or stretch their boundaries (3 responses). Single individuals highlighted the issues of putting oneself out on the line, trying new things/taking risks, having a platform for self-expression, and having freedom of expression. The Factors Which Make Forensics Not Fun Overview Focusing on the comments all respondents made in response to the question "what makes forensics not fun, we sought to discover response categories which might be linked to relatively lower perceptions of activity-based pleasure. Three subcategories emerged, including risk-taking/self-expression, travel experience, and connection to the real world/professionalism. That noted, the broad categories used to explain what students, coaches and former competitors found to be fun in forensics were also used to explain what these individuals find not to be so much fun. The Value of People and Relationships This broad category again took into account the two subcategories "people/relationships" and "team/community." But this time, the goal was to note what about this category individuals viewed as not "fun". Thirty-five responses



Fall 2003-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 47 were made relative to this category. The first major comment reflected the difficulty of interacting with people who have negative interpersonal traits. It was noted (in 6 responses) that egomaniacs, drama queens, and people who take themselves too seriously were considered "not fun". Other people-based negative experiences included being around people who are "bitchy," unkind, petty, cold, rude, "have attitudes" or "smell on vans". Others complained about people who talk only to their teammates or people they already know (4 responses), coaches who manipulate their students (2 responses) and gossip (2 responses). Others noted the difficulty of trying to balance different goals within the team (2 responses). Individual reasons explaining why forensics is sometimes "not fun" included the presence of hard feelings, poor behavior at tournaments, power trips, scary people, not being able to be honest because of forensics being such a small community, having regional/school rivalries, teammate apathy, and the belief that some 4-year schools look down on 2-year schools. The Value of Education Focusing on what is not fun in forensics when it comes to education, the following subcategories appeared: skill development vs. monotony, the discovery and development of personal identity, emotional experience, intellectual/cognitive growth, and process experience. First noted was the emphasis on the AFA "leg race" (3 responses), a pattern which requires people to go to too many tournaments and can lead to "burnout" by both coaches (1 response) and students (2 responses). Also, some felt it is not fun to have the same events each year (2 people), to have to do events one does not want to do (1 person), or to see the same people perform over and over (1 person). Related to this, some had negative feelings about the amount of preparation time that is required in order to get events ready (5 responses). Individual concerns were expressed about seeing others distort research (relative to writing speeches), the fact that all interpretation events have turned into first-person prose narratives, the belief that too many After Dinner speeches are nothing but recycled old persuasion topics, and the sense that forensics sometimes fosters negative character development. Others commented on their negative reactions to stress (8 responses), not being able to teach students discipline and a strong work ethic (5 responses), and feelings of anxiety/nervousness (3 responses). Lastly, some noted the frustration of dealing with school related concerns such as the team's budget (8 responses), paperwork (8 responses), the administration (7 responses), colleagues (2 responses), staffing (1 response) and equipment (1 response). Tournament Experiences Comprised of the subcategories travel experience, tournament construction issues, and time, this category encompassed 110 responses reflecting what is "not fun" about forensics. Some disliked traveling to tournaments in general (4 responses). Others had concerns about vehicles (6 responses), complaining about driving or having to ride in bad vans. Also mentioned were staying at bad hotels (3 responses) and eating bad food (2 responses). Food became an issue in another way as well, with several (8 responses) wishing that tournaments would allow



48 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fall 2003 more time for lunch. The way a tournament was run contributed to not having fun when those tournaments were seen as unorganized (3 responses), having drawn-out awards ceremonies (2 responses), and including three rounds (2 responses). Additional tournament issues addressed here by single individuals included tournament boredom, the use of "beauty pageant style" standing patterns at award ceremonies, swing tournaments, and the process of waiting for results. Sixty-eight responses referred to the time taken up by the tournament experience. Some noted that time was stolen from other parts of their lives (18 responses), reflecting negatively on the lack of time they have with their family and pets, missing classes, and missing a social life. Others stated that the time required for tournaments in general was excessive. Noted as other sources for the perception that forensics is "not fun" were long trips (6 responses), traveling too often (4 responses), the long season (3 responses), getting home late (2 responses), not getting enough sleep (14 responses), long days at tournaments (13 responses) and not having release time (1 response). Competition and Accomplishment This fourth category focused on the negative effects of competition. Making up this category were the subcategories of competition and aesthetic experiences. No comments related to accomplishment were mentioned as contributors to making forensics not fun. Thirty-seven comments were classified under this broad category. Of the 37 comments, 21 responses noted that forensics is not fun when students and coaches are too focused on competition. Also seen as problems were ethics abuse (3 responses), losing (3 responses), and having too much pressure to win (2 responses). Some individual complaints were that only six people make it to finals, that some schools schedule rounds in ways which "protect" competitors from meeting stiff competition and that some schools continuously dominate tournaments. Other single responses expressed concerns over going home unsatisfied, not winning for a long period of time, telling students "1 don't know why you're not winning," and having a narrow range of acceptable literature. Speaking to Others Composed of the two subcategories "interaction with audiences" and "connection to the real world/professionalism," this group of responses included 46 comments. Twenty-one people noted that politics (judges favoring certain schools/competitors or bias against judges) helped make forensics "not fun". Also related to the lack of judge professionalism were complaints about having judges who are bad/unqualified (4 responses), judges who give unconstructive ballots (3 responses), judges who give mean ballots (2 responses), judge inconsistencies where one judge loves something which another judge hates (2 responses), judges who fall asleep in rounds (1 response), and judges who think they know everything because of where they competed or how much they won (1 response). Several respondents were concerned about bad audience members, including those people who have "stone faces" (5 responses) while others are



Fall 2003-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 49 performing. Finally, several felt that forensics has overly high etiquette requirements. For example, one particular response in this category complained that students are not able to celebrate/react when they see their names on final round postings. Event Guidelines and Risks This last category focused on risk-taking/self-expression and event-specific experiences. Some felt that the dress code followed at tournaments is too strict (5 responses), thus contributing to making the activity relatively "not fun". Additionally, it was noted that forensics was "not fun" when individuals did not take risks (4 responses) or conversely when students did not follow the rules when judges wanted them to (2 responses). Individual concerns included not wanting to use books in interpretation events, anger over the idea that "old literature is bad," and dissatisfaction with the formality, rigidity, and repetitiveness of the activity. Lastly, some individuals commented on aspects of particular competitive events that make participating in them relatively "not fun". Specific comments here related to: public address events, including informative (3 responses), communication analysis (1 response), and persuasion (1 response); limited preparation events, including both impromptu (2 responses) and extemporaneous speaking (1 response); and doing any kind of speaking other than debate (2 responses). Statistical Predictors of "Fun" In order to consider more concretely the potential role of these factors in predicting the degree to which forensics is seen as "fun" by those who participate in it, a series of linear regression tests were conducted. These tests produced statistical models capable of predicting perceptions of fun among students (Table 1), coaches and judges (Table 2), and ex-competitors (Table 3). The model created to predict the degree to which students perceived forensics as fun contained six predictor variables (Table 1). While four of these variables did not surface in the models generated relative to coaches/judges and excompetitors, two of the six demonstrated overlap with these other groups. The variable of "professn" (responses to the question "what about forensics is NOT fun" which focused on the link between forensics and "real world careers" or about the issue of "professionalism in general") emerged in all three models, indicating the predictive power of this variable relative to the perceptions of "fun" held by all segments of the community. Here, the students complained that forensics requires people to be too "proper" and too "adult-acting," although in one case a student complained that audiences were not professional enough. Meanwhile, the general category of "risks" also emerged in all three models. However, while the models generated for coaches/judges and ex-competitors included "risksp" (comments about risk-taking and self-expression listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?"), the model generated for students included "risksn" (comments about risk-taking and self-expression listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you
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feel is NOT fun?"). Students who rated forensics as relatively not fun were more likely to complain that forensics is too standardized, too rigid, too squelching of individual choice and expression. The other predictor variables which emerged in the equation developed from the students' responses were "traveln" (complaints that tournaments are too long or unorganized or boring or don't provide time for lunch or just badly run in general), and "timen" (complaints that the activity is just too time consuming, depriving them of sleep, depriving them of school/work/family time, and forcing them to slog through long trips and long days at tournaments). Meanwhile, two other predictor variables were positively correlated with the perception of forensics as relatively fun for students: (a) "identtyp" (the feeling that forensics allows students to accomplish their personal goals, develop their interpersonal skills, gain confidence, and just generally figure out their identity and who they are), and (b) "processp" (positive feelings about the process of preparing and rehearsing). The models created to predict the degree to which coaches/judges (Table 2) and ex-competitors (Table 3) perceive forensics to be fun were strikingly alike. All three of the variables which surfaced in the model created for ex-competitors also appeared in the model created for coaches/judges. However, the model for coaches/judges also contained the additional variable of "accompp" (comments about the accomplishment of goals listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?"). Table 1: Variables that Predict "Fun" for Students (Model Summary) Predictors
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Table 3: Variables that Predict "Fun" for Ex-Competitors (Model Summary) Predictors
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Statistical Predictors of "Commitment" A second set of linear regression tests were conducted in order to determine whether a statistically significant relationship existed between any of the predictor variables studied and the general level of commitment to the activity avowed by one or more segments of the forensics community. These tests produced regression models capable of predicting the commitment levels not only of students (Table 4), coaches and judges (Table 5) and ex-competitors (Table 6), but also of all of these groups considered together (Table 7). The model generated to predict the commitment level of students (Table 4) was strikingly similar to that generated to predict the commitment level of all subject groups combined (Table 7). The same four predictor variables surfaced in both models: (a) "professn" (comments made about the link between forensics and "real world careers" or about the issue of "professionalism in forensics" in general listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?"), (b) "traveln" (comments about traveling and being away from home listed in response to the question "hat about forensics do you feel is NOT fun"), "competp" (comments about "the game" of winning and losing listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun"), and "timen" (comments made about time demands or time management listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is NOT fun?"). The
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interpretation of these models (as well as all others) is considered in the following section of this paper. One of the variables which emerged in the student and overall community models also emerged in the model created for ex-competitors. In fact, "travelp" was the only predictor variable used to build the model predicting the commitment levels of former competitors. Finally, the model developed for coaches/judges differed markedly from all of the preceding models. It included two predictor variables, neither of which emerged as statistically significant in the other commitment models. Specifically, the avowed commitment levels of coaches and judges could be best predicted through the use of "risksp" (comments about risk-taking and self-expression listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?") and "skillsp" (comments about the development of general overall skills listed in response to the question "what about forensics do you feel is the most fun?"). Table 4: Variables that Predict "Commitment" for Students (Model Summary) Predictors
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Table 5: Variables Predicting "Commitment" for Coaches/Judges (Model Summary) Predictors
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Table 6: Variables that Predict "Commitment" for Ex-Competitors (Model Summary) Predictors
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Table 7: Variables that Predict "Commitment" for the Forensics Community at Large (Model Summary) Predictors
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Discussion The Relationship Between "Fun" and "Level of Commitment" Perhaps one of the most frustrating aspects of a coach's life is seeing students he or she has worked with for days or weeks or years "drop out" of his or her program. While the reasons students and alumni drop out of the activity vary, the bottom line is always the same: a person we used to work with just isn't there any more. Of course, students aren't the only ones who walk away. Many of us have seen colleagues and co-workers burn out, wear out, or simply change their priorities. Across the community, we have a problem with "commitment." Paine and Stanley (2000) looked at the issue of "commitment to forensics" specifically in relation to levels of student commitment. They examined a wide array of factors which some have suggested might be associated with individual levels of commitment to forensics and, in the course of that research, discovered that "above all else, it is important that students perceive forensics to be 'fun in general.'...Quite simply, students won't be committed to the activity if it isn't 'fun.'" The present survey clearly confirms this claim. We performed a linear regression analysis designed to develop an equation to predict scores on the "fun" variable and found that the single variable of "commitment" was alone sufficient to predict the "fun" scores at the p


54 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fall 2003 Factors Associated with "Fun" by Students Three linear regression tests (Tables 1-3) were performed in order to discover which factors predict the level at which forensics is perceived to be "fun" by students, judges, and ex-competitors. While the results indicate a substantial degree of overlap between the groups, some interesting differences also emerged. Overall, the students who responded to this survey tended to feel that forensics is a lot of fun. A computation of response frequencies revealed that 90.4% of the students rated forensics as "fun" at the level of 7.0 or higher (on a 10-point scale), with 78.8% rating it 8.0 or higher and 57.5% rating it 9.0 or higher. No student ranked forensics lower than a 3.0, and only 5 of the 52 students ranked it at 5.0 or lower. Six predictor variables proved to have an impact (p


Fall 2003 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 55 implies that these coaches and judges don't frequently enough see "hard work pay off" or witness "moments of discovery" among their students. Apparently, coaches and judges who wish for proof that "hard work is its own reward" tend to be relatively disappointed by forensics. Third, two other variables emerged as "statistically significant," even though the true significance of these variables is not strongly supported by the present data. A very low number of coach/judge comments in these two categories suggests that these findings may be a "statistical fluke" rather than truly meaningful. However, as a starting point for future researchers, it is perhaps worth briefly noting these findings. Initially, the coaches and judges (just like the students) revealed a negative correlation between "having fun" and "professn" (professionalism). Again, if we get too "formal and professional," we stop having fun. Also, there was a negative correlation between "eventsp" and "fun," such that coaches/judges who are especially fond of events like Debate and Persuasion (due to the logical skills they prize) are less likely to find contemporary forensics "fun." Overall, the pattern of responses emerging here tends to confirm the perception of the students: if forensics gets too rigid and formal, it's less fun. But it also appears that coaches who don't see their students "rewarded for their hard work" find the activity relatively less pleasant. Factors Associated with "Fun" by Ex-Competitors A linear regression (Table 3) analyzing the responses of ex-competitors found that three predictor variables could predict their assessment of "forensics fun" at the p


56 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fall 2003 The third predictor variable to emerge as statistically significant was "professn." Again, the question of "professionalism" rose to prominence. Here, an absence of complaints about professionalism was associated with a relatively higher evaluation of forensics as "fun." Read obversely, this association suggests that the ex-competitors who were most likely to find forensics "fun" were the people who had not been bothered by the circuit's demand for highly professional standards of etiquette. Factors Associated with "Fun" Overall Attempting to bring together the responses of the students, coaches/judges and ex-competitors, the most striking finding of the current research relates to the topic of "professionalism" in forensics. Students who complain about the activity as too "formal" tend to enjoy the activity less. It may well be that these students are especially likely to drop out of the activity over time, since the people who stick around for the "long haul" (judges, coaches, and ex-competitors who are still interested in forensics after their competitive careers are over) tend not to complain about "professionalism" expectations. This finding reverberates relative to the issue of risk taking. Among both students and judges, the people who most value the chance to take risks tend to be less happy with forensics - while the people who don't value risk-taking tend to find forensics much more fun. For better or worse, this correlation suggests that forensics is seen as an activity that prizes standardization and "playing it safe" while being less open to "breaking out of the box." Factors Associated with "Commitment" by Students Another linear regression (Table 4) was conducted in order to see which predictor variables could be used to predict scores on the "commitment" scale. The results of this analysis both reflect and build on the pattern revealed relative to the issue of "fun." The level of student commitment to the activity appeared to be influenced by four key variables: (a) "professn" (again, the students who were most likely to complain about professionalism in forensics were least likely to feel committed to the activity), (b) "traveln" (students who complained about the rigors of traveling such as van rides, bad hotels and bad food were less likely to feel committed to forensics), (c) "timen" (students who complained about long days, long trips, and time stolen from other priorities tended to feel less committed to the activity), and (d) "competp" (students who simply enjoy competition and "playing the game" tend to feel more committed to forensics. None of these results are logically surprising. The finding relative to "professionalism" logically meshes with the findings of the current research relative to what makes forensics "fun" or not. Students who object to the "professionalism" in forensics tend to find it less fun and feel less committed to the activity. On the other hand, students who enjoy and appreciate the "professional tone" of the activity tend to feel more committed to it. This finding confirms the previous discovery (Paine & Stanley, 2000) that "students who were more committed said



Fall 2003-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 57 that it was important... [to have teammates who were willing to] 'behave like professionals' at tournaments" (p. 11). Thus, the people who feel most committed to forensics not only are willing to behave like "professionals" themselves, but also put pressure on their teammates to live up to "professional" standards. However, the demand to be "professional" is not the only factor that pulls some students away from forensics. This research confirms our common-sense expectation that students are relatively more likely to drop out of our programs if they feel like they are giving up lots of time in order to participate in exhausting and physically unpleasant trips away from home. Meanwhile, it's the students who love to compete and "play the game" who are most committed to the activity. This finding is in line with the results of earlier research by Paine and Stanley (2000), which discovered that "a love for competition" was one of five factors listed by students as "important to very important" in their own determination of their commitment levels. Other meaningful factors were "relationship with team coach or coaches," "the opportunity to use and develop my talents," "friendships with other team members," and "fun in general." Factors Associated with "Commitment" by Coaches and Judges Only two predictor variables entered the linear regression equation computed to predict the commitment level expressed by judges and coaches. These results are reflected in Table 5 and are statistically significant at the p


58 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fall 2003 forensics community at large. As illustrated by Table 7, four predictor variables contributed to the creation of a regression statistically significant at the p
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